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Sunlite 82097 4-Foot LED Linear Strip
Light, Wraparound Fixture, Selectable 3
CCT 3000K-5000K, 36 Watts, 4680 LMN,
Dimmable, 50,000 Hour Life Span, 80 CRI,
Surface Mount, Steel Body, UL & DLC
Listed
Wrap

DESCRIPTION:
Sunlite LED 4-Foot Linear Strip Light Fixtures are an energy-
efficient and maintenance-free lighting solution. These 
hardwired fixtures have built-in LEDs, so there are no bulbs to 
replace. When connected to an LED-compatible dimmer, you 
can adjust the light output to suit your needs. These multi-volt 
120-277V fixtures are ideal for commercial, industrial, and 
residential applications. Steel construction with an acrylic lens 
designed for indoor use. With a 50,000-hour life span, these 
fixtures will provide years of maintenance-free service. Each 
fixture uses only 36 Watts of electricity and has a selectable 
color temperature. They are ETL listed for damp location use 
and DLC listed for efficiency and design. The lens is made of 
shatterproof acrylic, and unlike fluorescent tube fixtures, they 
contain no harmful chemicals.

FEATURES:
§ LED TECHNOLOGY: The Sunlite Strip Light Fixture is an excellent addition to any atmosphere. It features a slim, robust steel 

frame and a shatter-resistant frosted lens. LED wraparound lights are the ideal method for replacing traditional fluorescent 
lamps. These 4-Foot-long lamps have built-in LEDs, so there are no bulbs to replace, making these a maintenance-free 
solution. Also, their service life is five times that of the standard fluorescent strip lights.

§ DIMMABLE: The fixture can be dimmed when installed with an LED-compatible dimmer. Output is a bright 4680 lumens while 
only using 36 watts of electricity. Operates within 120-277V AC, 10%-100% dimming range, low voltage dimmers capability 
(0-10V), and has a color rendering at 80 CRI. The long 50,000-hour life span is significant in energy savings over time.

§ SELECTABLE COLOR TEMPERATURE: Test different color temperatures before installation and never be dissatisfied with 
CCT again. This simplistic fixture has selectable LED color technology (3000K, 4000K,5000K), quickly meeting different 
demands in areas. With a simple switch inside the fixture, the color temperature is adjusted to your desire. PLEASE NOTE: 
select the desired color temperature before completely mounting the fixture. (Instructions included)

§ EASY INSTALLATION: The LED strip light is easily installed on any junction box and can be mounted in two ways, surface and 
suspension. Directly mount this LED Wraparound fixture to the ceiling for bright light in offices, garages, basements, 
warehouses, and storage areas. Refer to installation instructions for detailed steps; mounting hardware is included.

§ ETL LISTED: With a 50,000-hour life span, these fixtures will provide years of maintenance-free service. These fixtures are 
ideal for commercial, industrial, and residential settings, including offices, hospitals, schools, retail, and workshops. ETL Listed 
for damp location installation. Each fixture includes installation hardware and instructions. Fixture Measurements: 3.77"H x  
48"L x 4.13"W.

mounting hardware is included.
§ ETL LISTED- With a 50,000-hour life span, these fixtures

will provide years of maintenance-free service. These
fixtures are ideal for commercial, industrial, and residential
settings, including offices, hospitals, schools, retail, and
workshops. ETL Listed for damp location installation (IP20).
Each fixture includes installation hardware and instructions.
Fixture Measurements: H-3.77â€• L: 48â€• W: 4.13â€•.
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SPECIFICATIONS:

General Characteristics
Average Rated Hours 50000
Finish White
Average Life Span Years 46
Dimmable Yes
Material Steel
Lens Finish White

Electrical Characteristics
Watts 36
Volts 120-277

Light Characteristics
Lumens Brightness 4680
Color Rendering Index CRI 80
Emitted Color CCT Selectable
Color Temperature Kelvin 30K/40K/50K

Fixture Characteristics
Style Traditional
Shape Square
Mounting Wall
Fixture Technology LED
Use Location Indoor

Additional Features
DLC Yes
DLC Number PLHQJ6AYJX42
DLC Classification Standard

Product Dimensions
Size 48"
Item Dimension (in) (W) 4.13 (H) 3.7 (D) 46.25
Package Dimension (in) (W) 4.52 (H) 4.33 (D) 47.6
Package Weight (lb) 5.32

Product Data
Case Unit Rate 4
Item UPC 653703820972
Warranty Years 5
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ACCESSORIES:

Catalog # 05807-SU
RPG/LFX/BB213/4FT
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